
1. User should receive an email from redcap@uab.edu with a unique survey link customized for the 

participant. Email should also have an instructions link to help with the survey.   

2. this survey has two parts- 6 months survey will have only demographics while annual survey will 

include demographics as well as annual questionnaire 

a. Demographics- user should see their existing information with Cardia but if there is any 

change, user can update the information. 

b. Annual Questionnaire- once the demographics is submitted, annual questionnaire will start. 

3. Access: the survey link will present a login screen as below. User needs to enter their date of birth 

and their email ID they have submitted to Cardia.  

a. Date of birth is in ‘MMDDYYYY’ format. 

b. Email should be a valid email address and also the same which exists in Cardia records 

c. If values are not matched with existing record, user cannot access the survey 

d. Date of birth range is between years 1952-1967 but if you are in few outside this range, 

please still enter your actual birth date as submitted to Cardia. User may see a warning but 

should be able to enter the date. 

 

 

 

 

Once login is successful, user should see the Demographics form as stating part of the survey. 
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1. Cardia ID is filled and ‘Read only’ 

2. Date of information is default to ‘today’, the date when you opened the link first time, and not 

editable. If you ‘Save & Return later’, this date is editable only if you need to and can be selected only 

with the calendar date, typing is disabled in the field. 

 
3. User can fill any new information or can update existing information, if nothing is changed, user can 

submit the form by clicking on ‘Submit’ at the bottom of the form. 

4. Once, Demographics is submitted, annual questionnaire will appear. 

 



 

5. Few questions have indication to fill out hospitalization or procedure section later, if you can make a 

note, it will be helpful to include all the relevant information.  

 

6. Each page after first one on annual questionnaire, has two buttons at bottom of the page to navigate 

between the pages 



 

7. If no field is indicated to have hospitalization in related questions, user will see an indication 

regarding  ‘No Hospitalization’- user also can go back and indicate related questions if any 

hospitalization occurred. 



 

8. If hospitalization is indicated, user will see the reason and question to fill in Hospitalization section. 

 

9. At first, user will see only one Hospitalization section but if more than one hospitalization records 

exist, please select ‘yes’ and two more sections will appear. There are multiple selections to have up 

to 15 hospitalization records to fill. 

10. If no related questions answered to have any outpatient procedure, users will see the indication in 

section.

 

11. If any question answered to have outpatient procedure, user will see that detail in procedure section. 

 

 

 



 

 

12. For procedures, if any indication for procedure(s), survey will present three procedure sections at 

once and if you need more, you can fill up to 15 procedures by selecting ‘yes’ to supplemental form 

requirement questions. 

13. If no hospitalization or procedure record to fill, survey will move to the end, and you can submit your 

survey. 

 

 

14. If you are not done, you can go back now with ‘Previous Page’ or can return later by hitting ‘Save & 

Return Later’ 

15. If ‘Submit’, Survey will be submitted and not available for any further edits. 

16. If ‘Save & Return later’ 



 

17. If submitted and tried to open again, user should receive the message 

 


